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SPECIAL POLISHING FORMULATION IN POWDER CONTAINING NATURAL RESINS 
 
High power abrasive substances combined with sealant and crystallizing substances, let AGGLOPOLISH B2 
EXTRA perform a perfect chemical-mechanical polish on marble agglomerates of low hardness (“soft”).  
The special granulometry formulated abrasive grains consisting of base crystals of low hardness allows a fast 
and very good mechanical polishing on marble agglomerates of low hardness to obtain a glossy stable during 
the time without any polishing halos or marks.  
AGGLOPOLISH B2 EXTRA performs a “filling” function of the micro-cavities on the surface for a higher shine. 
 
 
HOW TO USE 
 
Carefully clean the surface and remove any kind of dirt and solid residuals. Apply 30 to 60 grams of product per 
square meter (abt. 1-2 tablespoons) and dampen the area by spraying water till to obtain a milky/creamy 
consistency. 
Put the felt/pad of the traditional polishing machine or single-brush machine on the milky/creamy mixture and 
polish with continuous and constant motion. Work 1-2 square meters time by time for a more homogeneous 
polishing.   
Friction will cause the water evaporation so, eventually, spray water to maintain the product creamy. With the 
drying the marble becomes shining.  
Verify the glossy effect  with a window-wiper by removing the surface patina. On the surface will remain a light 
patina of product; on a small area use a cloth to remove the surface patina and check the level of gloss 
underneath and, if necessary, repeat the operation. Once the polishing phase is completed on the entire surface 
to be treated, remove the residual patina by washing with Neutrex diluted in a 1:5 water solution. Rinse with 
clear water.  
 
IMPORTANT 
 
The best results are obtained by using a professional buffing machine able to produce significant friction, but 
very good results are obtained also  with a common single-brush polishing machine that are particurarly suitable 
for restoring and renewing the glossy of old floors or floors became dull because of high pedestrial traffic and 
wear and tear. 
The shine duration strictly depends on the wear and tear of the floor. For a longer life of the shine a light 
application of wax is suggested; that should be regularly applied during the floor scheduled maintenance. 
Effect a preliminary test on a small part of the surface to calculate consumption and measuring according to the 
kind of material and to verify, after drying, that no polishing halos or marks are on the surface.  
 
 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY The data provided derive from published information or from our own laboratory tests. The 

information provided here must be considered  as a guideline and not as any form of 
performance guarantee. 
Liability for defective products, when verified, is limited to refund of the purchase price since 
application of the product is beyond the control of the manufacturer or supplier.  

 
 

A TEST IN A SMALL, HIDDEN, AREA IS ALWAYS RECOMMENDED BEFORE THE APPLICATION 
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SPECIAL POLISHING POWDER
for MARBLE AGGLOMERATES

of low hardness (soft synthetic marbles)


